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ABSTRACT

Global Reference Atmospheric Model (GRAM-99) is an engineering-level model of Earth’s atmosphere. It provides both mean values and perturbations for density, temperature, pressure, and winds, as well as monthly- and geographically-varying trace constituent concentrations. From 0-27 km, GRAM thermodynamics and winds are based on National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Global Upper Air Climatic Atlas (GUACA) climatology. Above 120 km, GRAM is based on the NASA Marshall Engineering Thermosphere (MET) model. In the intervening altitude region, GRAM is based on Middle Atmosphere Program (MAP) climatology that also forms the basis of the 1986 COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere (CIRA). Atmospheric composition is represented in GRAM by concentrations of both major and minor species. Above 120 km, MET provides concentration values for N₂, O₂, Ar, O, He, and H. Below 120 km, species represented also include H₂O, O₃, N₂O, CO, CH₄, and CO₂. At COSPAR 2002 a comparison was made between GRAM constituents below 120 km and those provided by Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) climatology. No current need to update GRAM constituent climatology in that height range was identified. This report examines GRAM (MET) constituents between 100 and 1000 km altitudes. Discrepancies are noted between GRAM (MET) constituent number densities and mass density or molecular weight. Near 110 km altitude, there is up to about 25% discrepancy between MET number density and mass density (with mass density being valid and number densities requiring adjustment). Near 700 km altitude there is also up to about 25% discrepancy between MET number density and mean molecular weight (with molecular weight requiring adjustment). In neither case are MET mass density estimates invalidated. These discrepancies have been traced to MET subroutines SLV (which affects 90-170 km height range) and SLVH (which affects helium above 440 km altitude). With these discrepancies corrected, results are presented to illustrate GRAM (MET) constituent mole fractions in terms of height-latitude cross sections from 100 to 1000 km altitude, and latitude-longitude “maps” at 450 km (approximate height of International Space Station). Plans are discussed for an update of MET (and GRAM) to correct these constituent inconsistencies and to incorporate several new thermospheric model features.

Introduction

At COSPAR 2002, results were presented (Justus et al., 2002) comparing trace constituent concentrations from NASA Marshall Space Flight Center’s Global Reference Atmospheric Model, GRAM-99 (Justus et al., 1999) with those from a Naval Research Laboratory global constituent climatology (Summers and Sawchuck, 1993). Based on results of that comparison, no evidence was found for a need to update GRAM constituent climatology in the low and middle atmosphere.

At thermospheric altitudes, GRAM is based on the Marshall Engineering Thermosphere, MET (Hickey, 1988; Owens et al., 1999), a modified version of the Jacchia (1970) thermosphere model. Although its primary application is to estimate thermospheric density variations, MET provides concentration values for molecular nitrogen (N₂), molecular and atomic oxygen (O₂ and O), argon (Ar), helium (He), and atomic hydrogen (H). The purpose of this paper is to examine thermospheric constituents from the MET-99 portion of GRAM-99, in the same way the
COSPAR 2002 paper examined lower and middle atmospheric regions, to determine if there is a need to update or improve thermospheric constituent representations in GRAM.

MET-88 (Hickey, 1988) and MET-99 (Owens, 1999) are official model products of the Environments Group (ED44) at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. It should be noted, however, that so-called MET Version 2.0 (Owens, 2002) is not an official MET release of the Marshall Environments Group, nor does it contain any updates or improvements beyond those in MET-99.

Problems with MET Number Densities and Mean Molecular Weight

Output from MET-99 includes exospheric temperature, local mass density ($\rho$), temperature ($T$), pressure ($P$), number densities ($N_{di}, i = 1,6$) for the six MET constituents ($N_2, O_2, O, Ar, He, and H$), and mean molecular weight ($M$). If we denote individual constituent mole fractions by $f_i$, then number density is related to mass density by

$$N_{di} = f_i \rho \frac{N_{av}}{M}$$

where $N_{av}$ is Avogadro's number. If we denote individual species molecular weights by $M_i$, then mean molecular weight is related to species molecular weights and number densities by

$$M = \sum (M_i N_{di}) / \sum N_{di}$$

In examining MET constituent output, it was noticed that there are discrepancies between mass density and number densities as implied by equation (1), or between mean molecular weight and number densities, as implied by equation (2). These errors are illustrated in Figure 1, which plots ratios of MET number density / correct number density, or MET mean molecular weight / correct molecular weight. Errors in number density of up to 25% are evident below 170 km altitude, while errors in mean molecular weight of up to 25% are seen above 440 km altitude.
Number density discrepancies illustrated in Figure 1 were traced to MET subroutine SLV, which computes seasonal-latitudinal variation in mass density below 170 km. This subroutine adjusted mass density for these effects, but did not adjust number densities to maintain the proper relationship of equation (1). This error can be corrected in MET by replacing original number densities with new values \( \text{Nd}' \) below 170 km, where

\[
\text{Nd}' = \text{Nd} \times N_L \rho / \sum (M_i \text{Nd}_i) .
\]

Above 440 km, the error was traced to MET subroutine SLVH, which computes seasonal-latitudinal variations in hydrogen number density. This subroutine adjusted \( H \) number density, but did not adjust mean molecular weight to retain consistency required by equation (2). This error can be corrected by replacing original value of mean molecular weight with a new value \( M' \) above 440 km, where

\[
M' = \sum (M_i \text{Nd}_i) / \sum \text{Nd}_i .
\]

Note that mass density from MET did not require adjustment due to either of these two errors.

Applying these corrections, we have used GRAM-99 to calculate constituent number density and mole fraction for various species. Example results are given in the following section.

**Example Constituents from GRAM-99 Using Corrected MET-99**

Figure 2 shows a height-latitude cross section of GRAM/MET-computed helium mole fraction for January at local solar time 13 hours. He mole fractions generally increase with increasing altitude, reaching values of 80% or larger by about 700 to 900 km. Minimum He mole fractions occur at latitudes slightly southward from the sub-solar point (about 22° S in January). For this time of day, maximum He mole fractions occur near the north pole. Figure 3 shows a latitude-time cross section of He mole fraction for January, at a height of 450 km. This figure shows minimum He mole fraction near 14 hours local solar time, with maximums at about the same latitude in the opposite hemisphere near 3 hours local solar time.
Figure 3. Latitude-time cross section of helium mole fraction (percent) for January at 450 km altitude.

A height-latitude cross section of atomic hydrogen mole fraction for January, 13 hours local solar time is given in Figure 4. This figure shows a broad minimum for H mole fraction at low latitudes, with relative maximums in excess of 20% near both polar regions above about 850 to 950 km.

Figure 4. Height-latitude cross section of atomic hydrogen mole fraction (parts per million) for January at local solar time 13 hours.
A molecular nitrogen latitude-time cross section at 450 km altitude is illustrated in Figure 5. In contrast to He mole fraction in Figure 3, N₂ mole fraction is at maximum near hour 14 at altitudes just south of the sub-solar point, with minimum near hour 3 at about the same latitude in the opposite hemisphere.

Figure 5. Latitude-time cross section of molecular nitrogen mole fraction (percent) for January at 450 km altitude.

Figure 6 shows height-latitude cross section for atomic oxygen mole fraction (percent) for January at 13 hours local solar time. This figure shows O mole fraction having a relative maximum with altitude in excess of 90% between about 400 and 500 km. Figure 7 shows a latitude-time cross section for O mole fraction at 450 km, through this zone of near-maximum values. The pattern of maximum and minimum values of O mole fraction at this altitude is like that of N₂ in Figure 5, and opposite that of He mole fraction in Figure 3.

Conclusions

After correcting for above-mentioned inconsistencies in number densities or mean molecular weight, MET (as implemented in GRAM-99) produces reasonable patterns of altitude, latitude and time-of-day variation. Further studies should be conducted, comparing MET/GRAM constituents with those in other thermosphere models such as MSIS (Hedin, 1987; Picone et al., 2000, 2002), or with observed constituents (for example Meier et al., 1992; Fennelly et al., 1993; Schoendorf and Oliver, 1998; Bishop, 2001).

Plans are underway to update MET, incorporating the corrections required by equations (3) and (4), and to correct several other minor problems, not discussed in this paper. Other minor problems in MET include use of a spherical Earth approximation instead of more realistic latitude variation of gravity and effective Earth radius, and small (≤ 1 %) discontinuities in density at year boundaries, day boundaries, and as a result of time resolution no finer than one minute. Other longer-term improvements planned for MET include updated semi-annual variations, such as those developed by Bowman (2004), and a number of other features requiring longer times for development and testing.
Figure 6. Height-latitude cross section of atomic oxygen mole fraction (parts per million) for January at local solar time 13 hours.

Figure 7. Latitude-time cross section of atomic oxygen mole fraction (percent) for January at 450 km altitude.
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